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Abstract 
The dissertation discusses the theoretic transition of technological change 
and economic growth in turn, mainly on classical economics, Marxian economics, 
Schumpeterian economics, Endogenous growth theory, Evolutionary economics. 
Four problems are studied to every of the theories, Which are the contents of 
technological change, the relation between technological change and capital 
accumulation, the mechanism about technological change promoting economic 
growth, the methods by analyzing technological change and economic growth. 
The comparative method is mainly adopted. The comparative target may be 
different school of thought, or the relation between modern growth theory and 
early growth theory. 
The former four chapters consider the early growth theory of technological 
change and economic growth. It indicates the idea of technological change of 
economic growth was initially germinated by Petty and Hume. The Smith made a 
overall exposition from the division of labour at the first time. John Rae 
confirmed the chief effect of invention (innovation) in economic growth. Later, 
Marx corrected some mistakes about the relation of the division of labour and 
technological change, technological change and capital accumulation about 
classical economists’ ideas, such as Smith, Rae. And what’s more, Marx exposed 
the overall contents about technological change, and he indicated that 
technological change was consistent with capital accumulation, and he showed the 
analysis of technological change should be adopted by evolutionary analysis. Late, 
Sumpeter explicitly advanced the innovation-drived growth idea and its 
mechanism. As for the analysis methods, Schumpeter used both the analysis of 
general equilibrium and the analysis of evolutionary economics. So among these 
early theories of economic growth, the contents, mechanism, the analysis 
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had some influence on modern growth theories. 
The following three chapters mainly discuss two kinds of modern growth 
theories from technological change, which are the endogenous technological 
growth theory and the evolutionary technological growth theory. They are 
compared each other, and they are compared with the former growth theories. It 
indicates that they have different origin. And they are very different in many 
aspects, for example, methodology, world outlook, theoretic basic, the analysis 
approach. So far as the historical relation is concerned, the ideas of technological 
change in modern growth theories have been existed in the former growth theories. 
However, the modern distinctly more recognized the essence and the process of 
technological change than the former, and the modern more exactly depict the 
mechanism by mathematical means. But the modern growth theories are not 
perfect, they have some shortcomings. In one sence, the former growth theories 
still supply some inspiration for the modern. 
In the future, the development of growth theories would be performed 
innovation by deriving some ideas from the former and exploring the mechanism 
of technological change. On the one hand, endogenous growth theory should be 
developed by drawing ideas from the evolutionary growth theory, and it’s the 
same the other way round.On the other hand, the theoretic unites are necessary for 
the two theories. 
The final chapter suggests it has not only important theoretic significant,but 
also realistic sence of technological change promoting economic growth. 
Furthmore, it can give some measures to Chinese economic growth in China. 
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而技术进步一词偶尔也有用 technological progress 或 technical 
progress、technical change 来表达的。笔者遵循增长理论研究中的一般作
法，不对这几组英文概念作严格的界定，而采用“技术进步”的提法，英文
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